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7abio Scafirimuto

k- Kxperimental implementations

W- MotivationU Quantum simulation

7or realizing an analog quantum simulator we need two basic componentsU an
ensemble of vquantumv particles and tunable interactions- ün the past W3 years
many experimental systems have been realized each one carrying some pros
and cons- Our choice felt on the use of JRRJYS O7 OPTü6JL 6JVüTüKS as
platform and KX6üTONNPOLJRüTON 6ON9KNSJTKS as quantum particles-

There are many kind of problems which are not solvable not even with the most powerful super computer- Since many decades
physicists know that a quantum computer TUNüVKRSJL QUJNTUM SüMULJTORC could solve those problems- The possibility
of building the first quantum computer raised an huge interest which ultimately lead to a race among a bunch of companies and
organizations Tü8MX MicrosoftX /oogleX etc-C. Jn easier approach is to build a quantum simulator for solving a specific set problemsThose devices are called JNJLO/ QUJNTUM SüMULJTORS- The aim of our work is realizing a fullNcontrollable quantum simulator
working at ambient conditions-

PROSU
• Kasier to generate
• Working at higher T
• 7ull optical approach

6ONSU
• Only for specific problems
TanalogC
• Weak selfNinteractions

Jreas affected by the advent of the quantum simulators era-

6lassification of different types of problems

Jll the realizations of excitonNpolaritons in arrays of optical cavities in the past years have required cryogenic temperatures to work-

(- Jn exotic lightNmatter stateU the excitonNpolariton
ün order to create the quantum particle we need an active material which provides KX6üTONS Tbound states of electrons and holesC
inside an OPTü6JL 6JVüTY which provides 6JVüTY PZOTONS Tthe light trapped in the optical cavityC- Once they achieve the so
called strong coupling condition Tin other wordsX when they are strongly interactingC they form a new exotic state made of light and
matterU the KX6üTONNPOLJRüTON Tor simply the POLJRüTONC-

)- •9 excitonNpolariton condensate at ambient conditions
To be properly considered as quantum particlesX the polaritons confined in the •9 microcavity have
to become spatially and temporally coherent- This vstatusv can be achieved by realizingX with the
polaritons Twhich belong to the special group of particle called bosonsCX the so called 8OSKNKüNSTKüN
6ON9KNSJTK- This condition has many peculiarities T8oseNKinstein statisticsX extended spatial and
temporal coherenceX etc-C but one of the most evident is that all the particles forming the condensate
vsitv on the lowest energetic state of the system Tright figureC- ün order to generate the condensate we
need to increase the density of polaritonsX by exciting the system with a pulsed amplified laserX above
a certain level which defines a certain power threshold-

ün the right plotX some of the features of the polariton condesate are
shown throuh the study of the emission from the cavity when tuning
the excitation power Ti-d- the polariton densityC- Jbove the threshold

Polariton
Kxciton

the emission intensity Tred circlesC increases non linearlyB the peak
widthX i-d- the fullNwidthNhalfNmaximum T7WZMCX decreases and the
energy of the peak shift toward higher energy TblueshiftC due to the
repulsive interaction among the polaritons and the excitons in the
material-

Photon

When the excitons and the photons achieve the strong coupling regime they
form two new modesX the upper and the lower polaritons TUP and LPC- These
new modes have the peculiarity to antiNcross each other- 8y fitting those modes
with a two oscillator model we can extract their asymptotic behavior and the

ün the left plotX kNspace dispersions of the polaritons under different
excitation powers are shown- 8elow threshold TaC the polaritons
occupy all the dicrete modes TL/••X L/•WX P6C while above
threshold TbC they vcollapsev in the lowest energetic state TL/••C
as expected-

Zopfield coefficients which tell us in what percentagesX excitons and photons
form the polaritons-

What happens when a quantum particle is spatially confined in a potential
well; The particlesP possible states split in a set of discrete states according
to the depth of the potential- This problem is wellNknown in quantum
mechanics as vthe particle in a boxv problem-

ün the right plot the temporal coherence is studied- ün order to
measure the first order coherence we send the emitted light
in a Michelson interferometer and then we collect the light with
a camera- 8y studying the interference patterns Tfringe visibilityC
as a function of the delay time introduced in one arm of the

Realizing such a spatial confinement is what we want to achieve in order
to localize the polaritons- The polariton confiment is obtained by a proper
design of a /aussian deformation in the cavityX which leads to the creation
of a discrete set of energetic states as shown in the left figure-

interferometerX we can extract the coherence time of the
polaritons- 8elow threshold the coherence time is very shortX of
the order of few femtoseconds TW•NW3CX while in the condensate
regime the coherence extended up to few picoseconds TW•NWkC-
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3- 7uture prospectives
7irst experimental observation of the öosephson Oscillation at
ambient conditionX i-d- an oscillation of the polariton population
between two wells accompanied with a linear increase of the
phase-

Study of different phase transitions- The creation of multiple coupled
polariton condensates with a controllable phase can be used to study
different phase transition such as magnetic transition-
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UltimatelyX the realization of a tunable platform for interacting polariton condensates
for tackling the field of many body physicsX i-e- the field of physics in which multiple
particlesX each one treated individuallyX interact with all the others- This field of
Physics represents one of the main challenge for the future of the quantum simulators-
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